Instruction manual

CAUTION
Due to the precise physical properties of the screen, please pay attention to the following guidelines.
1. Do not touch the screen surface with any hard objects. Please take special care to
avoid damage by fingernails.
2. Do not allow any oil-based products to come in contact with the screen surface.
3. Never use any alcohol-based cleaners.
4. Please wipe any dust from the screen surface with a soft static-free cloth or
brush.
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Tools for installations
-

rubber spatula (soft rubber)
sprayer
neutral cleanser
water
measure

It is a standard about 15 ~ 20 drops to 1-Liter
water. Adjust to make smoother installation.
Installation to Glass may need less dish
washing liquid. Dry environment may need
some more.

1. Clean the surface up on the glass window/
acrylic plate (further referred to as "glass")
where screen install.
- Spray well the water to glass surface for re
move the dust and dirt on it.
- Scrape out the water by rubber spatula.
2. Make the mark on the glass by something
like masking tapes to the position where the
screen putting.
3. Confirm about adhesive surface side of the
screen film.
- To see and make sure which is the separator
and screen itself, put scotch tape to the screen
film corner and remove just a little bit. Now
you see thicker film (Screen itself) and thinner
film (separator for protect adhesive surface).
- Thicker film is the screen, do not touch its
back side by your fingers there is sticky
adhesive surface.
4. Spray neutral cleanser contained water
(15 ~ 20 drops to 1 litter water) to glass
surface, and keep wet.
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5. Separator removing from the screen film and water spraying well simultaneously
about adhesive surface.

6. Put the screen to the glass in the position of installation and adjust the position to
fit completely. Adhesive surface side should be down (face to glass).
7. Spray neutral cleanser contained
water (15 ~ 20 drops to 1 litter
water) to screen surface (not
adhesive side) too for smooth
water & air wiping/kicking out
from the screen surface & glass.

8. Push out the water that is between screen & glass to outside by using rubber
spatula.
- For smooth work of rubber spatula and to
avoid damage the screen film,
it would be better to spray the water to
screen surface well where the surface you
rub by spatula.
- Move the rubber spatula from the centre
to the edge of screen.
- Take care about bubble not remaining in
the screen.
- Be careful not to scratch or crumple the
screen.
9. Confirm about no bubble remaining the screen.
- In case there could not be take off the bubble, may be possible use needle to
make really small hole for bubble air out.
10. Take off all the masking tapes or scotch tapes used for marking the position.
11. Wipe the screen surface with soft cloth and water and clean the neutral
cleanser.
12. Do not touch the screen 1~2 days till screen being completely dry.
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